Enviro-Save Distribution & Mfg Inc.
Our Philosophy: To manufacture and market a variety of products which are of the
highest quality possible that will save consumers money in various ways and also to be
part of the solution in reducing global pollution. Our experience has proven that by
using our products we can all help humanity.

Company Name & Logo: When we originally chose the name “Enviro-Save” as
our company and product name, the word “Enviro” illustrated our desire to help the
environment. Our concerns, coupled with the need to always be good stewards of the
earth and environment are reasons for the company name “Enviro” in larger font. The
word “Save” establishes financial savings in various ways that enhances lives by
reducing expenditures. The colored logo in its entirety is meant to illustrate clear Blue
Sky, Clean Water and Green Vegetation with the Red Maple Leaf signifying Canada.

The Company: Enviro-Save is a privately held corporation operated and duly
registered in the Province of British Columbia, Canada since 1990. The company
manufactures and markets its proprietary formulated products such as Enviro-Save
Engine & Powertrain Protection Metal Treatment and other products that are beneficial
to consumers and the environment. The attributes of the “Metal Treatment” are such
that it permanently impregnates all lubricated friction bearing surfaces in all types of
engines, transmissions, differentials, equipment and machinery, where opposing friction
surfaces wear, which costs money. We thrive on helping people, and reducing costs
and global pollution.

Location: The manufacturing facility and warehouse are located at 410 Canfor
Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, Canada V3L 5G2.

Research & Development: The location also houses a laboratory to maintain a
high level of product quality and integrity with a constant promotion of further product
development and refinement. Other areas of constant development are increasing the
threshold of chemistry during the production and manufacturing of concentrates,
utilizing various stainless steel blending, mixing and storage tanks.
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Sales & Marketing: Enviro-Save has a network of established Distributors in
various segments of the Automotive and Trucking Industries. Currently our products
are exported globally while continuing to seek qualified and established Distributors who
want to become part of an environmental solution that will also help people reduce their
costs. We welcome all domestic and international Distributor inquiries, individuals or
companies to contact us. Our web site address is www.envirosaveglobal.com.

Products: Most companies in this aftermarket industry are in the repetitive use, Oil
Additive, segment of the market and claim their products produce similar if not better
results. However, our company policy has stood by irrefutable third party proof from
utilizing scientific oil sample analysis reports, so the benefits of using Enviro-Save
products are always a positive experience when performance data is factual. Third
party tests and testimonials since 1990 have consistently reported and provided
excellent proof that Enviro-Save Metal Treatment performance is superior. The product
provides a complete and permanent solution to reducing friction, drag and wear.
All Enviro-Save products were thoroughly researched and technically formulated by a
Tribologist, Lubrication Engineers, Mechanical Engineer and engine rebuilders to
provide the safest, most compatible and effective treatment for each mechanical
component being treated. It is a fact that today’s excellent and sophisticated lubricants
provide an optimum anti-friction environment within the performance limits of any
separately applied lubricant or medium. It is also a fact that it is still possible to obtain
additional benefits within the sphere of friction and wear reducing lubricants when the
lubricated bearing surfaces are made smoother. It is also a fact that all surfaces on
earth are rough, and when bearing surfaces are viewed through a microscope the
bearing surfaces are rough, at Enviro-Save we technically refer to those rough surfaces
as “the bearing surface asperity”. The Enviro-Save Technical Information Sheet has a
picture of a new crankshaft bearing surface, and cross section pictures at 4500 times
magnification, which makes it very easy to understand smoother lubricated bearing
surfaces have less friction, drag, wear and oil turbulence. The above factual information
and all performance claims for Enviro-Save are backed by records of third party
Scientific Oil Sample Analysis Reports that historically confirm a conservative average
decrease in metal wear rates by 50%. It is a fact that friction causes wear, and when
wear metal rates are reduced; friction is reduced, less drag, less heat generated, less
vibration, noise reduction, fuel consumption is reduced, resulting in greater fuel
efficiency, higher mileage and longer life. Since 1990, it is very common to double or
triple the normal life of engines, transmissions, differentials, hydraulic systems and
every other component that has been treated with Enviro-Save.
There are only two methods of reducing friction and wear in lubricated mechanical
components; 1) use better lubricants, 2) make the bearing surfaces smoother – Which
is the function Enviro-Save performs with one application and Enviro-Save does not
change or alter the characteristics of oils and lubricants, it simply uses oils as a carrier
for the treatment. The permanent micro resin impregnation process and benefits are for
life, unlike the repetitive use of oil additives or oil treatments. Friction, wear and rough
bearing surfaces are present in every mechanical component and providing there is
adequate Enviro-Save treatment, the micro resin impregnation process performs its
function every time it is applied. Small components with low friction may require
sophisticated measuring devices or oil sample analysis to confirm the normal benefits
from using Enviro-Save Metal Treatment.
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Powertrain Protection Kits:

The ultimate way to maximize reducing operating
costs through fuel savings, extending component life and reducing maintenance costs,
and help reduce global pollution, is to use the unique Enviro-Save Powertrain Protection
Kits. All Kits include treatment for every component; such as engines, transmissions,
power-steering, differentials, hydraulics and gear boxes etc. The total amount of energy
required to overcome friction and wear in every component is very significant and
costly. Once all components in vehicles, trucks, machinery or equipment have been
treated it is extremely common to instantly feel changes as operating costs are
automatically reduced. Due to the high costs of operating and replacing vehicles or
equipment with new computerized vehicles or equipment, many Enviro-Save customers
now state how importance it is to extend the normal operating life.
Historical data since 1990 confirms the ultimate combination for reducing costs and
extending life is to use an Enviro-Save Powertrain Protection Kit and high quality
mineral or synthetic lubricants. Lubricants cannot make bearing surfaces smoother like
Enviro-Save does with one application for life and the many benefits of the treatment
provide a very safe environment for safely extending oil life. Extending oil and filter
change intervals, safely, has been confirmed many times by utilizing scientific oil
sample analysis results. Less wear metals and contaminants in oil confirm it is safe to
extend oil life and many Enviro-Save customers report doubling oil life, which is a huge
savings over time and you are helping to reduce global pollution.

Benefits Our Global Environment: Most realize our world is in serious trouble
due to the massive amount of manmade pollution that is rapidly escalating globally!
There are way too many blatant examples to ignore or lie about the reality of the level of
pollution to our children and grandchildren. It is very difficult to imagine that the
escalating pollution factor will provide a safe clean world for future generations, if
pollution continues to escalate like it has and for the next 50 years.
Going GREEN has never made more sense! Enviro-Save is a true GREEN
product that can do more for helping humanity, reducing global pollution and climate
change than any other aftermarket product or system that is currently being marketed
as “GREEN”. Global fuel consumption (gasoline, diesel, propane & natural gas) could
be reduced by 6% to 8%, exhaust pollution by 25% to 50+% and electricity consumption
could be reduced by 6% to 10+% on electrical driven mechanical components, such as
compressors, injection mould machines etc. Our conservative factual average fuel
saving results since 1990: Automobiles 10%+ and Commercial Trucks, Buses and
Heavy Equipment 6%+. One treatment normally doubles or triples the life of all
lubricated mechanical components and the R.O.I. (Return on Investment) runs into the
1000’s % over the life of vehicles and equipment.
Enviro-Save is a one-time investment and one-time application that provides a life time
of savings and benefits. No other product has scientific oil sample analysis results like
Enviro-Save: prove wear is reduced = less friction = less drag = fuel savings = less
pollution = longer oil life = increased component life and dependability. It pays for itself
many times over. Our full 4 inch binder is a collection of indisputable positive test
results, testimonial and performance data from a wide variety of applications, such as;
Automobiles, Trucks, Boats, ATV’s, Firearms, Hydraulics, H.D. Equipment, Air Tools,
Dentist Drills, Power Saws & Motorcycles etc.
Contrary to what we are told and lead to believe by big oil, manufacturers and
politicians, time is of essence and all of humanity must contribute to reducing pollution!
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